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ABSTRACT

The phenomenon of military wifehood has been examined time and again in the fields of International Relations and Security Studies. In militaries around the world, idealized notions of the model military wife militarize women’s lives, influencing their lifestyles, activities, and political and moral priorities. In turn, those women’s militarized lives play crucial roles in the functioning of militaries ideologically, socially, and professionally. As Cynthia Enloe has argued, "patriarchal militaries need feminized military wives." This article explores the question of whether a similar symbiotic relationship exists between marriage and terrorist organizations, specifically Al Qaeda. Is there such a thing as an ideal "Al Qaeda wife”? If so, is that ideal wife a crucial signification for the success and institutional structure of Al Qaeda? Does it differ across the diverse organization? How are the wives of members of Al Qaeda portrayed by the organization itself and by the media that covers them? How are the women with members of Al Qaeda signified? How are they treated? In order to address these questions, this chapter looks at Al Qaeda wifehood through the lens of its "signification”—discursive public presentation and performance in political context. It starts with a brief discussion of its method of analyzing the signification of Al Qaeda wives, interpreting discourses about the women, their roles, and their characteristics through the social and political contexts of their performance. After laying this methodological framework, it identifies three story-lines about wives of Al Qaeda operatives: one about what is termed in this paper as an idealized "terrorized" femininity; another about wifehood as a criminal act; and a third that casts wives as fancied players in an Orientalist story of exotic polygamy. I argue that each narrative identifies and assigns womanhood and cultural membership on the basis of wifehood. Together, narratives of wifehood sustain the discursive representation and organizational capacity of Al Qaeda.

Introduction

A woman married to a soldier has to cope with the demands particular to being a military wife: she is defined by society not only by her relationship to a particular man, but by her membership in a powerful state institution; she is seen not just as a particular soldier’s wife, but as a military wife […] the military wife becomes a political “problem” […] and] divorce becomes an issue of national security.2

During the Afghan jihad, while men fought on the battlefield, women played key roles as mothers, daughters and wives of male jihadis. Traditionally, they provided logistics and facilitation support to their men . […] a woman indicated, “We stand shoulder to shoulder with our men,
supporting them, helping them [...]. We educate their sons and we prepare ourselves.\textsuperscript{5,3}

The phenomenon of military wifehood has been examined time and time again in the fields of International Relations and Security Studies.\textsuperscript{4} In militaries around the world, idealized notions of the model military wife militarize women’s lives, influencing their lifestyles, activities, and political and moral priorities.\textsuperscript{5} In turn, those women’s militarized lives play crucial roles in the functioning of militaries ideologically, socially, and professionally.\textsuperscript{6} Military wives maintain the household while their husbands are away at war, serve to calm and soothe stressed soldiers, create a sense of home at every new station or base, encourage their husbands to re-enlist, and encourage their children to join the military.\textsuperscript{7} They are integral in “cheering their men off to war and stitching them together when they get home.”\textsuperscript{8} Military wives have been characterized as “married to the military” and as a linchpin in maintaining military order and enthusiasm.\textsuperscript{9} As Cynthia Enloe has argued, “patriarchal militaries need feminized military wives.”\textsuperscript{10} Military wives in idealized roles are a key part of militarized society.\textsuperscript{11}

This article is a preliminary exploration into the question of whether a similar symbiotic relationship exists between marriage and terrorist\textsuperscript{12} organizations, specifically in the case of Al Qaeda. Is there such a thing as an ideal “Al Qaeda wife”?\textsuperscript{13} If so, is that ideal wife a crucial signification for the success and institutional structure of Al Qaeda? How are the wives of members of Al Qaeda portrayed by the organization itself and by the media that covers them? How are the women with members of Al Qaeda signified? How are they represented? How are they treated?
In order to address these questions, this article looks at Al Qaeda wifehood through the lens of its “significations”—discursive public presentation and performance in political contexts, both from “inside” Al Qaeda and its supporters, and from “outside” Al Qaeda and its opponents. The exploration starts with a brief discussion of its method of analyzing the signification of Al Qaeda wives, interpreting discourses about the women, their roles, and their characteristics through the social and political contexts of their performance. After laying this methodological framework, it identifies three story-lines about wives of Al Qaeda operatives: one about what is termed in this article as an idealized “terrorized” femininity; another about wifehood as a criminal act; and a third that casts wives as fancied players in an Orientalist \(^\text{14}\) story of exotic polygamy. I argue that each narrative identifies and assigns womanhood and cultural membership on the basis of wifehood; together, narratives of wifehood sustain the discursive representation and organizational capacity of Al Qaeda, which rely both internally and externally on the existence of a feminized other. The article concludes by arguing that, like images of idealized militarized femininity, it is likely that images of wifehood are a linchpin both for the structure of Al Qaeda and to onlookers’ readings of the organization.

**Signification as a Framework to See Al Qaeda Wifehood**

In order to become an object of consumption, the object must become a sign; that is, in some way it must become external to a relation which it now only signifies, signed arbitrarily and non-coherently to this concrete relation, yet obtaining its coherence, and consequently its meaning, from an abstract and systematic relation to all other object-signs.\(^\text{15}\)
Given the infinite information in the world and humans’ limited time and cognitive capacity, our comprehension of even the parts of the world we “know” is based on abbreviations, metaphors, and inherited conceptions. In such a situation, our understandings of the world around us are often based on shorthand and second-hand accounts. These accounts are not random, but are often structured by a theme that warrants their telling and a “punchline” that underscores their importance.

Maarten Hajer has called these accounts “story-lines,” which are “narratives on social reality though which elements from many different domains are combined and that provide actors with a set of symbolic references that suggest a common understanding.” It is these sets of symbolic references that bestow story-lines with common meaning(s) and enable their acceptance and interpretation by diverse actors with diverse political, social, and economic positions and interests. These sets of symbolic references have been identified as “significations,” indicating the production of signs. As the passage from Baudrillard that opens this section explains, signification is a key process on the road to public consumption of information. Objects’ signification provides them with coherence, meaning, and relational value. The process of assigning this meaning, however, is not standard, random, or apolitical. Instead, Hajer explains, “story-lines are political devices that allow the overcoming of fragmentation and the achievement of discursive closure.”

Signification, then, is the (intentional or unintentional) telling of a coherent story with wide acceptability to manufacture commonality and produce a desired reaction—“analysis, then, the sorting out the structures of signification,” as Geertz explains. Because the structures of signification of Al Qaeda wives are not unified...
or unidirectional, this sorting out is not a linear process. Instead, structures of signification between Al Qaeda and its “enemies” show what Homi Bhabha terms “ambivalence,” neither the complete acceptance nor the complete rejection of the identity of the other.23 As such, the discursive result is some sort of “melting pot” where nothing actually melts—it is hybridity between the actor (here, Al Qaeda) and its “Others.” The self (and external) significations of Al Qaeda wives are relational. As John Hall argues, “[a]ctual inquiries’ depend on hybrid practices that involve extra-logical mediations and formative discourses employed in relation to one another.”24 These extra-logical mediations include emotion, cultural context, gender perceptions, and other socially constituted actions and reactions. Given this complexity and hybridity of meaning of the story-lines around Al Qaeda wives, the method by which the story-lines are analyzed and deconstructed must also be complex.

This study uses hermeneutic deconstruction to look for explicit and hidden meanings in story-lines about Al Qaeda wifehood and to read them through their contexts in local and global politics. As Hall explains it, “hermeneutic deconstruction balances the power of deconstruction to unmask hidden meaning with the interpretive power of hermeneutics to identify coherent meaning in cultural context.”25 Hermeneutic deconstruction is “fundamentally concerned with analyzing opaque as well as transparent structural relationships of dominance, discrimination, power, and control as manifested in knowledge” and aspires to “investigate critically social inequality as it is expressed, signaled, constituted, legitimized, and so on by language
use.” This article looks to analyze the significations of Al Qaeda wives using the tools of hermeneutic deconstruction.

This critical investigation, then, emphasizes three parts of the signification process. It deals with the characterizations of Al Qaeda wifehood by examining the story-lines’ meanings at face value. It analyzes their descriptions, predications, and commonly produced themes to broadly address the question: What is an Al Qaeda wife signified as? Second, it addresses the performance of and reaction to that utterance in a specific personal, cultural, and relational context. This “contextual” view is necessary because the discourses that identify and assign roles to Al Qaeda wives are cross-cultural, and different contexts assign different meanings to similar concepts. Discourse analysis that does not pay attention to context takes “for granted an object domain which is in fact the product of a complex set of social, historical, and political conditions of formation.” In such an analysis, “the political conflict is hidden in the question of what definition is given to the problem, which aspects of social reality are included and which are left undiscussed.”

Third, this analysis gives attention to the reception of the discourse. A discourse is consumed only to the degree that it is reacted to—a discourse constructing a role for Al Qaeda wives does not affect either women’s lives or global politics until it is accepted and/or acted upon. The discourse itself is a constructing move, but the construction occurs if and only if the audience reacts to the story-line as such.

At the outset, it is important to note that exploration of the dominant significations of women who are Al Qaeda wives or the role of wifehood in Al Qaeda should not be read as an attempt to normalize or essentialize either the experience of
womanhood/wifehood or the experience of relating to/with Al Qaeda as an organization. Just as Al Qaeda itself is diverse, disjointed, amorphous, and constantly changing, so, too, are gender norms and gendered experiences. Rather than understand what the experience of Al Qaeda wifehood is/the experiences of Al Qaeda wifehood are, this is an attempt to understand how those experiences are read and signified, and therefore what Al Qaeda wifehood is imagined to be and how that relates to the organizational structure(s) of the organization and the perceptions of its opponents.

Al Qaeda

Though it is important to note that Al Qaeda is neither a single, monolithic organization nor the only organization involved in terrorism in the twenty-first century, it is equally important to see that it has both claimed and received a significant amount of attention both in the media and in the global political arena. In many discourses “Al Qaeda” has become a synonym for “Islamist terrorist,” which itself has become a stand-in for terrorism more generally. That Al Qaeda is best described as “a networked transnational constituency rather than a monolithic, international terrorist organization with identifiable command and control apparatus” is often a catch-22, because its opponents read it as such despite its obvious and increasing decentralization.30

What historical documentation that we have about Al Qaeda shows that it evolved organically and moved fluidly from Saudi Arabia to Sudan to Afghanistan. From its early days, Al Qaeda was not one organization but a network of associates,
affiliates, cells, and support networks where the leaders of the movement were involved only in coordination and planning. Even at its height of organization, Al Qaeda’s core group was small and worked in networks rather than together as a whole, totaling perhaps only a few thousand people.\textsuperscript{31} The group split from Saudi politics and radicalized in response to the Saudi acceptance of American military aid (and rejection of its military aid) in defending Saudi Arabia from a potential attack on from Iraq after Iraq’s invasion of Kuwait in 1990. After that point, the group has claimed responsibility for hundreds of terrorist attacks across the world in the name of radical Islamist and anti-imperial ideas, combining religious and nationalist calls for change through violence.

There was once evidence that Al Qaeda “central”\textsuperscript{32} had a number of committees focusing on public relations, media, finance, and military operations.\textsuperscript{33} At the same time, the links between Al Qaeda “central” and those who self-identify as part of Al Qaeda across the globe have always been weak and appear to be getting weaker. Bruce Hoffman has described Al Qaeda’s organization in four parts: Al Qaeda central (leaders, in charge of high-value, “spectacular” attacks); Al Qaeda affiliates and associates (other established groups in different regions in the world adopted and funded by Al Qaeda with some common goals); Al Qaeda locals (small terrorist cells that have had some contact or training from Al Qaeda); and the Al Qaeda network (people who are not and never have been involved in the organization but are sympathetic to its aims and willing to act on that sympathy).\textsuperscript{34}

Al Qaeda, then, is complicated and incoherent but shares elements of a common discourse of purpose and cause. On the one hand, one should expect
discourses about what it means to be in Al Qaeda, to be a part of the movement, or to be dedicated to the cause, then, to have some common elements and some divergent elements, and expect that to be replicated in “internally-produced” understandings of what it means to be a wife in and around Al Qaeda, to the extent there is such a thing.

On the other hand, reactions, audiences, and opponents have two discourses of Al Qaeda: one as the disjointed organization and movement it seems to be; and one as a tightly organized, homogenous, global organization that could be understood as the driving force for twenty-first century global violence. In these “outsider” views, then, one would expect to see two accounts of what it means to be involved in Al Qaeda: one that, although from a different perspective, mirrors internal understandings of similarities and differences across the organizations; and another that frames being “in Al Qaeda” as something universal and similar for all participants. Those divergent approaches would also be reproduced in narrativized accounts of Al Qaeda wifehood.

Gender and (Militarized) Wifehood

In order to understand the story-lines around Al Qaeda wifehood, we first need an understanding of what gender is and how it might be signified particularly in the area of wifehood. Genders are socially assigned expected roles on the basis of perceived membership in implicitly natural sex groups: male and female. Genderings are times where the influence of those socially assigned expected roles is obvious in reactions to and descriptions of the world.

Gender representations are generally divisible into masculinities and femininities—stereotypes, behavioral norms, and rules expected of people based on
their perceived maleness and femaleness. There is more than one “masculinity” and more than one “femininity;” different expectations are based on different temporal, social, political, and cultural contexts. Gender is lived differently in different places, bodies, and locations. What masculinities and femininities share is an understanding of who or what a person is or ought to be based on his or her sex group. People’s signified genders, then, are not constant, but contingent and changing social processes, told, performed, and received in story-lines.

The storied nature of gender does not mean that it is artificial. Instead, social genders are lived by people throughout the world. For the purposes of this analysis, gender “is a set of discourses that represent, construct, change, and enforce meaning.” One of the focal points for discourses of gender centers around marital and family relationships, a topic that is often at the intersection of political and moral debates about how people ought to live and the extent to which the “other” ought to be imposed on to change his/her values. If femininity is a constitutive Other to masculinity, that opposition/pairing is reproduced and reinforced in representations (if not conceptions) of marriage in many cultures and many times across the global political arena. What many of these narratives have in common is some sense of roles based on gender. If a “husband” is provider, citizen-soldier, and the public face of the family, then the “wife” is often posited supporter, the subject of protection, and constitutive of the private sphere. While the opposition between and symbiosis of “husband” and “wife” can often be characterized in gendered terms of constitutive Otherness, the content of those roles is often specified for the particular social and political context in which it is embedded.
Feminist analysis of American militarized femininity gives an example of such a contextualization. That of idealized militarized femininity has developed an understanding of the roles expected of military wives. In militarized femininity, women are “viewed as symbols of the family” and “serve as social reproducers of group members and cultural forms.” In its organizational and social structures, the military indoctrinates wives and socializes children in terms of “beliefs, behaviors, and loyalties that are culturally appropriate.” This is related to the role of women as biological and cultural reproducers of state and/or nation in gendered nationalisms.

The ideal military wife “unites with kindred spirits and strangers to raise families, maintain homes, and uphold the most positive attitude when facing the fears of losing a loved one.” She can “overcome fear and anxiety while concerned for the safety of her loved ones, protecting our freedom.” She is independent enough to survive, but still a brave supporter of her man and a member of a gendered military culture.

Militarized femininity, then, is militarism that relies on negotiating and controlling femininity generally and women specifically to perpetuate its organizational culture. This control is over women as well as over the particular norms of sex and sexuality that are assumed to be related to proper femininity (and therefore proper masculinity). Militarized femininity is a gendered element of military culture; idealized military wives are a product of idealized militarized femininity. This article compares the American/Western idealized military wifehood to the (self-proclaimed and designated) notion of wifehood in Al Qaeda.

**Al Qaeda Wifehood**
A number of studies about Al Qaeda have pointed out its explicit misogyny.\textsuperscript{45} This is a feature of a number of self-identifying discourses of members of Al Qaeda, and arguably a constitutive feature of the organization as a whole. Still, some scholars have contended that this is a political tactic of the West; for example, Michael Kimmel writes: “[T]he equation of Al Qaeda and misogyny seems to have more to do with the rhetorical vilification of the terrorists than it does with analytical perspicuity.”\textsuperscript{46} Either way, the explicit misogyny of Al Qaeda juxtaposed with the explicit inclusiveness of American (and most Western) military rhetoric might be used to argue that a comparison between idealized military wifehood and idealized Al Qaeda wifehood is inappropriate. That would perhaps be true if the argument were that the experience of being a “military wife” and an “Al Qaeda wife” were similar or the same. That is not the point or the focus of this article.

Instead, this article makes the argument that significations of idealized militarized femininity, which call for support or complicity, structure family interactions, rely on political calls for service to define personal relationships, and constitute the marital relationships of “soldier” and “soldier-wife” both ideally and to a lesser extent actually in significations of Al Qaeda wifehood as well. Certainly, rising curiosity in the American mainstream media about Al Qaeda wifehood surfaced in American media narratives about Amal Ahmed al-Sadah, the wife of Osama bin Laden who was injured in the raid on his compound that resulted in his death. That interest suggests that the question is worth pursuing.

Al Qaeda operative Rashad Mohammed Saeed Ismael described what Osama bin Laden had “ordered” in the search for his last wife, that she must be “pious,
dutiful, young, well mannered, from a decent family, but above all patient” because “she will have to endure my exceptional circumstances.” Media and intelligence fascination with Amal was high in the months after her husband’s death and has become the center of a debate about intelligence and information between the United States and Pakistan. Questions of what Amal did as bin Laden’s wife, whether or not she is to be implicated in his criminal actions, and the spectacle of her engagement in bin Laden’s polygamous marriage have been a feature of news coverage and political discussion.

This article, then, explores the question of how Al Qaeda wives are represented and received—in interviews with and in statements by Al Qaeda leaders and members. The article focuses on the three story-lines—idealized “terrorized” femininity, wifehood as a criminal act, and the Oriental exoticism of polygamy—that are gendered discourses. The idealized “terrorized” femininity story-line represents and constructs the gender identities performed by wives of Al Qaeda, often from inside the organization. The criminality and exoticism story-lines are told from outside of the organization by those who receive and react to their performances and who construct others’ ideas of Al Qaeda wives’ gender identities.

A Note on Method

To understand how Al Qaeda signifies wives in the organization as well as how wives of Al Qaeda members are understood in media and political reactions responding to and opposing Al Qaeda, this study casts a broad net to find both Al Qaeda-authorized statements, local news coverage, and international news coverage.
While it is limited to statements and articles either originally made in or translated into English, those sources dovetail with the goal of the article to understand Al Qaeda’s public representations of and Western/U.S. responses to idealized Al Qaeda wifehood. The statements and articles were located through a Google News archive search for relevant terms. I found the relevant articles from those searches and divided them into first-hand statements and outside analyses. I then took a two-step process to expand the database of articles evaluated. First, to find first-hand narratives, I searched names and events mentioned in the articles initially found for more information and data about those people’s statements and the gender implications of those events. Second, to find reactions and outside characterizations, I searched the authors and newspapers from the relevant articles. I limited the collected data original statements and major-market news sources from September of 2000 to September of 2010.

I then analyzed the articles and statements for significations of Al Qaeda wifehood. Those significations came from predications (“an Al Qaeda wife ought to be …” or “this Al Qaeda wife is …”), from adjectival descriptions (“… wife”), and from implications (“x government arrested x wife …”). My research revealed three story-lines dominating these discourses: idealized “terrorized” femininity, wifehood as a criminal act, and the Oriental exoticism of polygamy, as explored.

**Idealized “Terrorized” Femininity**

This article proposes that there is some analogy to be found between idealized militarized femininity and the idealized femininity of Al Qaeda wives. Building off
feminist work on idealized militarized femininities, this article argues that a similar phenomenon, termed here idealized “terrorized” femininity, that exists about wives of male members of Al Qaeda. As Christopher Dickey and Gretel C. Kovach explain:

In the cosmos as defined by Osama bin Laden, men and women have very clear roles. Men are the warriors, and the foremost among them become martyrs. For their sacrifice, they are promised 72 virgins in the afterlife. It's up to their mothers, wives and sisters to help guide them toward jihad, and then to mourn for them when they're gone. The men in turn should fight for the "honor" of the women.52

The theme of this passage, that women guide men toward jihad and mourn them after they are gone, is reminiscent of Joshua Goldstein’s wording about military wives who cheer their husbands off to war and then stitch them together when they return. This passage and several others like it indicate that, as in state military organizations, wives of Al Qaeda members play a crucial role of psychological support for the male members of the group.

The ideal Al Qaeda wife, however, provides not only psychological support but also social and organizational support.55 The social nature of the women’s supportive role is highlighted in a passage in an August 2004 issue of al-Khansa, a magazine produced by Al Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula for women jihadi: “[W]e stand shoulder to shoulder with our men, supporting them, helping them, and backing them up.”56 Women should play a supportive role so that Allah will “know of the honesty of [their] intentions and of our good deeds, and [may He] choose [them].”57 This social support is often characterized as being crucial to the organizational culture of Al Qaeda and a sustaining force for organizational survival. Given that the
The magazine is named after Al Khansa, a seventh-century, Muslim woman who dedicated her sons’ lives to jihad. Sebastian Usher observes:

"The main objective of the magazine seems to be to teach women married to radical Islamists how to support their husbands in their conflict with the authorities. It also gives them specific advice on how to bring up their children in the path of jihad, how to provide first aid, and what kind of physical training women need to prepare themselves for fighting."  

Usher explains that the women’s roles are to be supportive psychologically, socially, and organizationally. Both men and women associated with Al Qaeda have emphasized the importance of women’s participation, both generally and in a supportive role as wives. Umaima Hasan Ahmad Muhammad Hassan (wife of Ayman al-Zawahri) spoke publically about the role of Al Qaeda wives. In 2009, she explained:

"The role of Muslim women is very important for Islamic work; Women complement men—they must work alongside men to defend their religion, their land, and themselves […] if you cannot do it physically, do it with your money. If you cannot do it with your money, do it by preaching to Muslim sisters in mosques and schools and institutes and homes. If you cannot, then do it through the internet […] fighting may not be easy for women, because they need a male guardian at their side […] but you can do that in many other ways: we should put ourselves at the service of the Mujaideen, and do whatever they require from us."

Her comments represent a development of al-Zawahri’s thoughts on the roles of Al Qaeda wives. In 2002, al-Zawahri had contended that “the role of the Mujahideen’s wives should be to look after their homes, children, and anticipate the strikes of the crusaders.” While al-Zawahri’s wife presents the actions expected of the “wife” in a slightly different manner, the expectation that the wife participates in jihad by supporting the husband remains constant in both observations, stressing in both the wife’s dedication to the organization and organizational structure in comparable ways.
The “ideal” Al Qaeda wife as a social and psychological supporter of her husband and his organization is a public image projected by and performed by members of Al Qaeda, their wives, and those interested in understanding the organization with some sympathy. Much like the culture in which military wives live and interact separately from and in addition to their membership in the society at large, there is a social world and realm of activities reserved for wives of Al Qaeda operatives. A number of Al Qaeda wives suggested that this social world is an integral part of their social interactions and a structural part of the organization, such as it exists. Accounts of wifehood around Al Qaeda frame it like other militaries or large multinational corporations, where, as Kevin Perrano and Evan Thomas observe, “along with the wives of other bin Laden followers, [women] went to family picnics [...] Al Qaeda offered good pay, company perks, and even family outings.” An American woman who was married to an Al Qaeda operative explains that “she, along with wives of other bin Laden followers, went to picnics at bin Laden’s family farm on the banks of the Blue Nile.”

In the story-line of idealized “terrorized” femininity, wives of Al Qaeda operatives have a very important support role in the survival of their husbands and the organization more generally. They function, much like military wives in the United States and around the world, as sources of psychological support and unconditional love, stitches in the social fabric of a sub-culture with substantial independence, and servants of the organization as a whole. Most of the first-hand accounts of Al Qaeda wifehood note some supportive function that the wives served or were alleged to have served.
There are several significations of these portrayals of Al Qaeda wives. The first is a portrayal of the Al Qaeda family as “like” a Western family in the roles that its members play, the feelings felt, and the support needed. There is, then, a certain sense of normalcy and legitimacy being claimed in such a portrayal. The analogy between Al Qaeda wives and military wives may be more than incidental, both in terms of actual commonalities and discursive suggestion. The second is the performance of a certain variant of jihad as a total war, and therefore a family affair. Al Qaeda generally resists being portrayed as either solitary or extremist; the performance of support of women and children lends credence to the organization’s claim of a mainstreamed mission within the Islamic world. The third signification is a more universal one: that women (as men’s constitutive Others) play support roles to men’s active roles in any sort of military conflict. Finally, there is signification in the reception of this story-line by those who consume it outside of the organization. For the most part, those consumers reject the image of Al Qaeda wives as idealized supporters in favor of an image of baseness, defilement, and criminality.

**Marriage as a Criminal Act**

The U.S. occupation forces in Iraq have been arresting the wives of suspected resistance fighters in an attempt to force their husbands to turn themselves in.

“Surrender, we have your wife.” This type of threatening note has been found at the homes of many Iraqis. According to Al-Jazeera's reporter in Baghdad, U.S. forces leave such notes whenever they raid the house of an Iraqi suspect and find him out. Scores of Iraqi women are believed to be in jail because U.S. forces suspect their husbands of being resistance fighters.64

—Ahmed Janabi, “Iraqi Women, Children in U.S. Custody,”
Aljazeera.net, May 2007
A very different image is projected by Al Qaeda’s enemies, who characterize wives, not as supporters and family sustainers, but as accomplices in the commission of a crime. If wives are a separate, but crucial, part of the culture of Al Qaeda, they are also a crucial part of the law enforcement counter-strategy against Al Qaeda as an organization in order to stop future terrorist attacks and to punish attacks already committed. As the passage noted shows, women have been arrested on no other evidence than the fact that they are married to a person who was potentially involved in an attack or a member of Al Qaeda or an affiliate organization.

It is not just the United States that is in the habit of arresting wives in connection to crimes that governments suspect their husbands committed. In a survey of 117 separate suicide attacks in which Al Qaeda was suspected or implicated where data is available about arrests and punishments, wives or widows were arrested in 36, often on no further evidence than the fact that they were married to potential Al Qaeda suspects or those affiliated with Al Qaeda. Wives have been detained for extensive questioning, and several women have been sentenced for their husbands’ crimes (in lieu of them or with them). The United States, Morocco, Somalia, Iran, Uzbekistan, the Russian Federation, Kuwait, Israel, Kenya, the United Kingdom, and Germany have all been reported to have arrested the wives of suspected Al Qaeda operatives at least once.

Al Qaeda wives have also been a matter of international security concern and contention. One analyst discussed the importance of Al Qaeda wives to the relationship between the United States and Iran. As Dushmanthe Srikanthe
Ranetunge recounts: “[I]t was highlighted that Iran had detained several key Al Qaeda activists including a son and two wives of Osama Bin Laden. This position of Iran may change if the West’s relationship with Iran deteriorates.”\(^70\) Wives of Al Qaeda are also part of formal diplomatic and media exchanges between Iran and Saudi Arabia. As Guy Dinmore and Roula Khalaf explain: “[A]cting under their bilateral security agreement, Iran sent to Saudi Arabia last year several hundred Saudis linked to al-Qaeda, including wives and children.”\(^71\) Most recently, Amal Amhed al-Sadah (Osama bin Laden’s wife) has been the subject of contentious discourses both about United States national security and in U.S.-Pakistani relations.\(^72\)

Women married to actual or suspected terrorists are often arrested, detained, questioned, and sometimes extradited without any reference to their personal guilt or innocence. Many accounts of women’s detention explain it as a direct result of the law enforcement authorities’ inability to locate their husbands, who are the subjects of the actual investigation. A 2005 Al-Jazeera report explained that:

“Syrian authorities arrested the wives of three men wanted in the Hama clashes, after they were not able to find (the suspects),” the Arab Organisation for Human Rights (AOHR) said in a statement on Monday. Two of the women are pregnant and the third has a four-month-old child, the group said [. . .]. Their husbands are said to be wanted in connection with a firefight that broke out between radicals and security forces on 2 September in the village of Jibril, 210km north of Damascus.\(^73\)

In some arrests, the crime that the wives committed was to have a relationship with the men who actually committed the terrorist attacks—a relationship that might indicate that the women had some knowledge of their husbands’ activities. In other
arrests, the women are used as bait in order to locate their husbands. In still others, the target society is looking for someone to punish in order to find closure, and the wives of the offenders are the best available substitute for their missing husbands. In each of these situations, women’s actual knowledge about the attacks seems irrelevant to the decision to arrest them. For example, reporting on the 2004 suicide attacks in Turkey, the Associated Press explained that “two women were charged [. . .] their attorneys told the court that they travelled to Afghanistan and Pakistan with their husbands years ago, but the women said they were not members of any Al Qaeda linked organization [. . .]. They said their husbands told them they were going abroad for work.”

There are several significations of this story-line about Al Qaeda wives. The first is the automatic nature of the understanding that women are involved with and guilty for the actions of the husbands, across cultures and forms of crimes, because women are subservient to their husbands and therefore blind followers. The second signification is that women are a prize husbands will hang on to; in situations where wives are arrested in order to flush out their husbands, it is assumed that husbands will play Prince Charming to their wives’ damsel in distress. This implicates gendered narratives of men as chivalrous protectors and women as in need of protection and rescue. Third, juxtaposing this storyline with the storyline that Al Qaeda presents of devoted and supportive “normal” wives shows that the Al Qaeda story-line is rejected by outsiders in favor of a criminalizing tale. This criminalization is based on the idea that the role of “Al Qaeda wife” is criminal insofar as someone playing the role of “wife” to a criminal “husband” is itself criminal. Fourth, the
performance of arresting wives for their husbands’ crimes implies that wives do not have an independent identity or existence outside of their status as married to a member of Al Qaeda. Finally, there is a signification of cultural clash. On one hand, Western critics of Al Qaeda and like organizations portray the women married to the members as so subordinated to their Muslim husbands that they are incapable of choice or action. On the other hand, these women who are too subordinated to choose for themselves and even against their husbands can be held culpable when their husbands commit acts of crime or terrorism. This cultural ambivalence is manifested in the final story-line this article will explore concerning the exotic fetishization of polygamous relationships in Western responses to Al Qaeda.

The Orientalist Attraction of Polygamy

The former New York doctor accused of swearing allegiance to Al Qaeda told a federal jury yesterday he was more interested in polygamy than terrorism [...]..


Perhaps one of the most sensationalized aspects about the men in Al Qaeda is that they often have more than one wife. More than half of the accounts of male suicide bombings surveyed for this article that mention the wives of the bombers or plotters also mention that the perpetrators had more than one wife. The polygamous relationships of Al Qaeda operatives are discussed often in news stories and academic analyses of their actions. In almost every story about Osama bin Laden, the fact that he is a polygamist has consistently ranked near or above descriptions of his terrorist
attacks. This feeds into an Orientalist picture of the relationship between veiling, sexual deviance, and political violence. Osama bin Laden’s many wives and their relationships to the Al Qaeda mastermind are the single biggest non-attack focus of news articles and blog posts on Al Qaeda.

Bin Laden is not the only polygamist whose exploits get attention in Western coverage of Al Qaeda. Instead, the polygamous nature of the relationships of Al Qaeda operatives are exploited as related to their base and terrible violence as terrorists—the implication of many of these stories is that polygamy and terrorism are not coincidental, but are causally related and together are signifiers of a certain violent sort of person and/or group of people. In these narratives, polygamy is often listed as among the offenses of the terrorists, or as a precursor to terrorist violence. As one Nigerian newspaper explained, “perhaps our main savior is that Nigerians have not graduated into al-Qaeda type suicide bombing. Some of them may have just married new wives.”

The signification of this attention to the polygamous relationships of Al Qaeda operatives is what Said would call Orientalism: a mystification of the non-West and its culture in a subordinating discourse that is reminiscent of colonialism in the postcolonial world. As Said explains:

In a quite constant way, Orientalism depends for its strategy on […] flexible positional superiority, which puts the Westerner in a whole series of possible relationships with the Orient without ever losing him the relative upper hand […] [and] aided and was aided by general cultural pressures that tended to make more rigid the sense of difference between the European and Asiatic parts of the world.
The orientalism Said identified thirty years ago was one where the West identified itself (and its positive characteristics) on the basis of its difference from a non-Western, Oriental Other constituted by those characteristics the West transcended, either explicitly or latently. In explicit Orientalism, a tale of “our” [Western] superiority to the Othered “them” is a constitutive part of a self-identifying narrative. In latent Orientalism, the Orient is subconsciously seen as separate, eccentric, and backward. This backwardness is at once assumed and romanticized; it Others the non-Western world generally and, as Said noted, the Islamic world specifically.

Feminist work has identified an important way in which Orientalist discourses have been applied to women affiliated with Al Qaeda. They note that women perpetrators of attacks and suicide bombings are often read as lacking agency, since one neo-Orientalist narrative distinguishes the Western self from the Oriental Other by the level of agency and equality women (are presumed to) have in each society. In this narrative, the Muslim woman “Other” is supposed to be without the ability to make political or even individual choices to commit violence. Caron Gentry traces this neo-Orientalist narrative to apply to Western women who participate in Al Qaeda’s violence, since audiences are shocked by their participation because women are presumed to prefer the liberal, emancipated West to the (characterized as) backwards and oppressive Islamic world.

These neo-Orientalist discourses comparing the West and the Islamic world are not limited to narratives about women’s violent participation in the conflict, however. In fact, one of the major significations of Al Qaeda wifehood is a neo-Orientalist fascination with the (actual or imagined) polygamous marriages of a
number of Al Qaeda operatives. Particularly, Western accounts look down on Al Qaeda polygamous marriages in a discourse of (sexual) behaviors that “we” would not participate in and that “modern” people would not do. These polygamous marriages are often predicated as culturally backwards and as symbols of moral corruption that both distinguish the (monogamous, “pure”) West from (polygamous, impure) Al Qaeda, while at the same time fetishizing the mystery of the relationship between polygamy and violence.

This signification perpetuates the us/them dichotomy prevalent between the West and non-West, where one of the assumed distinguishing factors is that the West does not subject “its” women to such terrible practices while the Orient does. In other words, the Orientalist gaze on the polygamous nature of Al Qaeda wifehood distinguishes “the West” from its constitutive other Al Qaeda not only by condemning Al Qaeda’s sexual behavior (polygamy) but its implication of a lower social status for women. A second signification of the discursive prominence of polygamy in outside analyses of Al Qaeda is that one sort of symbolic excess (and hence deviance) is associated with another. As the passage from the Nigerian newspaper demonstrates, sexual excess (e.g., polygamy) and violent excess (e.g., terrorism) must be related, because radical Islamists are persons of excess. A final signification of this story-line is that women are, to Al Qaeda, possessions to be accumulated. Often, stories about Al Qaeda suicide bombers’ wives, children, and property are presented as if they were equally possessions in the minds of the subjects of the stories. This implies that the masculinity of Al Qaeda operatives is not only more excessive but also more base than Western masculinity.
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Individually, these story-lines have a number of important significations about global politics, cultural relations, gender relations, and human security. Taken together, they show a deeply hybridized portrayal of and reception of Al Qaeda as an organization generally and the role of women (wives) specifically in that organization. The similarities between Al Qaeda’s presentation and performance of the ideal wife role and the Western notion of military wifehood suggests that Al Qaeda’s rejection of Western (and perhaps specifically American) culture is incomplete. Target states’ presentation of the story-line of marriage as a criminal act shows deep conflict about the understanding of women’s roles in Islamist organizations and societies. On one hand, “the West” believes Islamist societies to be among the most gender-oppressive in the world; on the other hand, it frequently arrests women as if they would know something about their husbands’ terrorist behavior. This shows that the “outside” rejects Al Qaeda (and Islamist) culture incompletely. The Orientalist attraction to the polygamous practices of Al Qaeda further demonstrates the incompleteness of the West’s rejection of its culture.

As noted earlier, the demonstration of incomplete rejection of opposing cultures is one that Bhabha terms “ambivalence.” In ambivalent relationships, supposed enemies do not reject each other completely, but rather accept certain facets of enemy culture inadvertently and are changed by the relationship regardless of their explicit desire for intercultural exchange. This small exploration of the story-lines of Al Qaeda wives suggests several larger observations for the theory and practice of...
global politics. First, it suggests that the relationship between Al Qaeda and its enemies is not black-and-white, but ambivalent and hybrid. Second, it suggests that global politics takes place at the level of individual relationships. The contested nature of the marriages of individual members of Al Qaeda shows that people’s lives are often both the form and substance of global politics. Third, gender tropes influence and inscribe; and are influenced by and inscribed by global politics. As R. W. Connell notes, “gender is a way in which social practice is ordered.”

Finally, these story-lines suggest that the politics of presentation, performance, and reception are not fixed, but intersubjective, intertwined, and constantly changing. The juxtaposed story-lines of idealized Al Qaeda wives, the crime of wifehood, and the romance of polygamy show similarities and differences across the lines of Al Qaeda and its enemies. Most of all, they show hybridity. Like there is an idealized militarized femininity, there is an idealized terrorized femininity; like there are other images of Western femininity, there are also other images of Al Qaeda wives. This preliminary study points out some interesting implications of several story-lines, their relationships, and their differences. It can serve as a starting point for empirical and theoretical explorations of the wives of male Al Qaeda members, Al Qaeda–West relations, the social construction of Al Qaeda, and other cultural signifiers.
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